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The Personal Impulse in post-World War Two American Poetry: 
Frank O’Hara, Sylvia Plath, and Louise Glück 

 
Course Description: 
American poetry in the second half of the twentieth century is dominated by a number of schools, 
most, if not all of them, descended from Modernism. The Beats, Black Mountain, Projective Verse, the 
New York School, Black Arts, the L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E group, the post-Frost neo-traditionalists, and 
the Confessional poets are the dominant groups. But these are rough and ready classifications and the 
three poets we will be reading are difficult to pigeonhole in any of the established literary groupings. 
Sylvia Plath, for example, is typically labeled a Confessional poet but, in fact, she isn’t. Frank O’Hara is 
a founding member of the New York School although the New York School may not be a school at all. 
And Louise Glück, the youngest of our three poets, has not yet been categorized by the literary 
historians. Yet the three share certain common poetic qualities that bring them into mutual alignment 
not as a school or movement but more informally as embodying two things, a particular approach to 
the writing of poetry and a way of understanding what poetry and poets are for. This common element 
can be called ‘the poetics of the personal’ a descriptive phrase adapted from O’Hara’s facetious anti-
manifesto ‘Personism’ (1960). Poetry is probably always ‘personal’ but these three poets are personal in 
ways that are uniquely individual and distinctively American. Beginning with a reading of O’Hara’s brief 
essay, we will then look at the work of the three poets in turn. 
 
Required Texts: 

 O’Hara, Selected Poems 
 Plath, Collected Poems 
 Glück, The Wild Iris and Averno 

 


